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Information Rights Committee minutes 
23 April 2013 
 
Members and other attendees present 
 

Paul Arnold   Head of Customer Contact  
Jonathan Bamford  Head of Strategic Liaison  

Lesley Bett    Head of Internal Compliance  
Steve Eckersley       Head of Enforcement 

Simon Entwisle   Director of Operations 
Christopher Graham Information Commissioner 

Anne Jones   Assistant Commissioner - Wales 
Ken Macdonald. Assistant Commissioner – Scotland and 

Northern Ireland  

Robert Parker  Head of Corporate Affairs   
David Smith   Deputy Commissioner, Director of Data  

Protection (Chair) 
Steve Wood  Head of Policy Delivery  

 
John-Pierre Lamb  Good Practice (agenda item 4 only) 

Peter Bloomfield   Senior Corporate Governance Manager  
    (Secretariat) 

 
 

1. Introductions and apologies 

There were apologies from Graham Smith who was unable to 

attend the meeting.  
 

 

2. Minutes, Action points, and matters arising from the   
last meeting 

The minutes of the last meeting had been agreed by 
correspondence.  

There were no outstanding actions.   
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3. Areas for monitoring 

Discussion:  

Previously the committee had agreed to monitor key areas for 
the ICO in the information rights arena. These were: 

 use of enforcement powers,  

 preparing for changes,  

 open government and transparency and  

 information rights and privacy by design.  

The need for new areas to monitor in this new performance year 
was to be decided. 

Decision:  

It was agreed to monitor the following areas: 

 Effective use of civil monetary penalties 

 Press engagement post Leveson 

 NHS and other wider structural changes in the public sector 

It was agreed to consider how best to monitor these areas, the 
general work of the IRC and the frequency of meetings at the 

next meeting. 

Action point 1: Secretariat to add this review as an item to 

the agenda for the next meeting. 
 

 

4. Audit self assessment toolkit 

Discussion: 

John-Pierre Lamb introduced a prototype tool developed by Good 

Practice which will allow data controllers to assess their own 
compliance with the Data Protection Act. It could never replace 

an actual audit but was thought useful and Good Practice is 

interested in views before developing the toolkit further. This 
would be resource intensive, and development could take one 

and a half years.  

The toolkit is aimed at larger organisations. It might be possible 

to scale it down for small and medium sized enterprises.  

The project links with other ICO initiatives such as: the ICE 

project, privacy seals and the recent self assessment for schools.  
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Decision: 

Good Practice was asked to develop a project plan to include 
coverage of small and medium sized enterprises if possible. This 

was to come to a later IRC. 

Action point 2: John-Pierre Lamb to develop a project plan 

for the toolkit and to bring it to a future IRC. 
 

 

5. Privacy seals 

Discussion:  

Steve Wood introduced a proposal to implement a framework for 

ICO accreditation of a third party to operate a privacy seal or 
trust mark scheme. It would involve a pilot, possibly funded by 

the research budget as at present there are no specific proposals 
for any other funded research. There are risks, and also concerns 

about the timescale for any pilot. 

Decision:  

It was agreed to take the proposal forward in principle, however 

a project group needs to be set up to consider the issues raised 
and to take the matter forward. 

Action point 3: Steve Wood to seek nominations for and to 
set up a project group to take the privacy seal proposals 

forward. 
 

 

6. Data protection and the press framework consultation 
on the code of practice 

Discussion:  

Steve Wood introduced a discussion on how the ICO takes 

forward the development of the proposed guidance; how to 
engage the press in the process, and how the timetable for this 

work should reflect wider developments concerning regulation of 
the press. 

Decision:  

For clarity it was agreed that the guidance developed will not be 

called a code of practice. In addition a cross office policy group 
should be established to guide the development of relevant 

policy lines for the new guidance. 

Action point 4: Steve Wood to seek nominations for and to 

set up a working group to take the press guidance 
forward. 
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7. A framework for developing information rights policy 
at the ICO 

Discussion: 

Steve Wood introduced a framework aimed at those across the 

ICO involved in formulating policy positions on information rights 
issues; use of which would help ensure a joined up approach to 

policy development. 

The need to cover both our own experience as a data controller 

and public authority, and the regional variations, had to be 
considered. 

IRC approval of policy lines was not needed. 

Decision:  

The proposal was agreed in principle. 

 
 

8. Implications of the European Commission proposals 
for a general data protection regulation for business 

 

Discussion: A report commissioned by the ICO on the 

implications of the European Commission proposals was provided 
for information. It will be published and the writers will present 

their work. 
 

 

9. Research 
 

There was discussion on the research budget and the lack of 
items for funding. 

 

Action point 5: Steve Wood to consider whether money 

should be handed back from the budget and to discuss 
with Finance if this was the case. 

 
 

10. Key Information rights developments  

Discussion: The information rights report recently presented to 

Management Board was tabled for information. 
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11. Consultations    

The database of consultations had been updated and was 
provided for information. 

 
 

12. Any other urgent business  

There was no other urgent business. 

 
 

13. Key messages 

Key messages in the areas of: 

 Development of a toolkit which would allow data controllers to 
assess their own compliance with the Data Protection Act. 

 Researching how best to develop plans to accredit the work of 

other organisations in promoting compliance with information 
rights legislation (privacy seals). 

 Taking forward the Leveson recommendations and developing 
guidance for the press sector. 

 Developing a framework to support a joined up approach to 
policy positions.  


